
André Arndt - Managing Director

André has a wealth of business experience spanning 30 plus years, beginning in the early eighties as a  
pastry cook and baker in Germany he has since worked in production, sales and managed businesses 
throughout Europe, Asia and PNG.  

In a charitable capacity André teamed up with John Wallace (Executive Chairman BNG Trading) in 2008 to 
initiate Crumbs on Kokoda, an innovative programme that allowed the villagers on the Kokoda trail to bake 
and sell bread to the trekkers at a profit.

With a demonstrable track record of leadership and teamwork, sound judgement, mediation skills, and  
a high level of integrity, André is committed to providing you with the business solutions you need.  
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 Connecting people with markets  
and harvesting together the result 



WHO WE ARE

Dori-Star is part of BNG Trading Company (BNG), the oldest continuing importer / 
distributor business in Papua New Guinea (PNG). BNG imports and distributes throughout 
PNG a wide variety of foods and other consumer products into the retail, food service,  
bakery and mining camp sectors. Sharing in the expertise from across the group, it  
enables DORI-STAR to provide commercial solutions to any business across a wide range of 
industries with a  focus on the South Pacific markets. Since 1924, the group’s total staffing 
has grown to over 700 staff across PNG. It has also has the additional group resources of 
Blue Planet Logistics and the Antap International trading business both based in Sydney.

WHAT WE DO

Dori-Star is focused on business opportunities between Asia, the South Pacific and 
Australia. We have combined over 60 years of experience working in Australia, Asia Pacific 
and European markets. Transparency, good communication and accountability with our 
customers is our goal. Connecting people with markets and harvesting together the result. 

The Dori-Star Story

INTERNATIONAL

SOURCING

Sourcing is a balancing act when running a business. Dori-Star can manage 
this process for you – from requesting quotes for new equipment through to 
finding the right ingredients from quality suppliers, all areas of your business 
are covered.

BROKERING

Connecting suppliers and manufacturers cohesively allows for better supply 
chain management for all. Our vast knowledge through longstanding business 
relationships in the region ensures a quality, cost effective solution for your 
business. 

CONSULTING

Finding an answer to your next step in business, helping with your strategic 
plan or having a look into your current operation to get a fair opinion.We have 
technical, sales and marketing expertise and work hands on with our clients. 
We are ready to help.

MANUFACTURING

Looking at opportunities to manufacture quality products for emerging markets.

Dori-Star Pty Ltd

+61 420 450 167

Level 3, 845 Pacific Highway  
Chatswood NSW 2067

www.dori-star.com

info@dori-star.com
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